JOB POSTING
ATHLETICS A-TEAM
2019-20 SEASON

Job Description
University of Alberta Golden Bears & Pandas Athletics is currently seeking qualified applicants to join the A-TEAM Promotions Unit – the Golden Bears and Pandas most vocal, visible and diehard fans. The A Team is responsible for conducting and executing in-game and on-campus promotions as well as working on various strategies to improve ticket sales throughout the 2019-20 Athletics season. Each team member will act as a liaison between U of A Athletics and various campus and community groups, faculty, staff, and local corporate sponsors.

During the week, the A Team is tasked with marketing & advertising duties on and off campus, to get students and the public excited about your Golden Bears and Pandas. At games, the A Team is executing sponsorship commitments, revving up the crowds and bringing out the true University sports atmosphere for all our fans to experience.

The A-TEAM is a vital component in the success of Athletic Events. Being a member of the A Team requires a high level of commitment and it is essential that members commit to the program for the entire academic year.

Compensation:
$15.00/hr + 4.0% vac. pay + 3.46% stat pay + 1.5% premium pay (for U of A students)

A-TEAM members will be required to work between 25–40 hours per month (~8-10 hours per week). In addition, A-TEAM members will receive other great benefits such as Golden Bears and Pandas merchandise, tickets and experiential opportunities.

Qualifications:
- Must be available weekends, evenings, and some holidays
- Strong verbal, written, organizational, and interpersonal skills
- Ability to work in a time sensitive, team-oriented environment
- Strong initiative, highly dedicated, and a strong work ethic
- Willingness to commit to the position for the entire academic year
- An outgoing personality with a sincere passion for sports and the ability to display and sell that passion effectively

Please forward Cover Letter and Resume to:

Breanne Ferris
Event Services Coordinator
ualbertaevents@gmail.com
or deliver to 2-420 Van Vliet Complex

Thank you to everyone who applies, however, only those individuals best qualified for the position will be contacted.